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ABSTRACT

Colliding galaxies are perhaps the greatest events changing and evolving our Universe.
Consequently, the need for an understanding of how that interaction originated is very
important. This thesis presents a framework in which the study of these events can be
conducted in a timely and efficient manner. A genetic algorithm coupled with an initial
conditions generator, a physics engine and an analysis package performs an automated
search to visually match an unknown galactic interaction with a known event, thus providing the starting conditions that created such an interaction.
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CHAPTER

ONE

PROLOGUE

The first galaxy formed long before anyone was around to see it. In 2007, a team using
the Keck Observatory discovered a set of galaxies 13.2 billion light years away, and hence
forming when the universe was a mere 500 million years old [Stark et al., 2007].
The first record we have of an observed Galaxy1 is from the ancient Greek Democritus
(450-370 B.C.). He was followed by another Greek, Aristotle (384-322 B.C.), several Arab
astronomers, and then Galileo Galilei (1564-1642 A.D.), who in 1610 proved to the world
that a Galaxy was composed of a massive number of faint stars.
The world first learned of galaxies in 964 A.D. when the Persian astronomer, Abd
al-Rahman al-Sufi, published his Book of Fixed Stars where he described the Andromeda
galaxy for the first time.
However, by comparison, the serious study of colliding and interacting galaxies is still
very much in its infancy. In 1845, Lord Rosse sketched a very famous and beautiful colliding
galaxy system, the Whirl Pool galaxy; see Figure 1.1. Work continued with Lundmark and
Lindblad in the 1920s, Toomre and Toomre in 1972 [Toomre and Toomre, 1972] and others
today, as [Theis and Harfst, 1999] [Karl et al., 2008]. There are even projects similar to
this one, such as [Barnes and Hibbard, 2008].
The importance of understanding how galaxies merge and interact is apparent when
1
The word galaxy finds its roots in the Geek word γαλαξις, galaxias, used to refer to our own Milky
Way. As such, throughout astronomical literature Galaxy always refers to our own, while galaxy refers to
everything else.

1

Figure 1.1: Sketch of the Whirl Pool Galaxy made by Lord Rosse in 1845
considering the size of these objects. Galaxies range from having a few million to trillions
of stars, often accompanied by large amounts of gas and dust. Interactions of galaxies are
perhaps the greatest influence, since the Big Bang, changing and shaping the universe in
which we live, but, until recently, they were difficult to study.
Galaxies are typically classified by one thing, how they look. There are three main
types elliptical, spiral, like our Galaxy, and irregulars. It is certainly possible to look at a
model of a galaxy interaction and make arguments about how the parameters that created
the interaction contribute to how well the system’s fits into one of these three categories.
But the number and breadth of irregular galaxies is vast; it would be very difficult to
calculate and then classify them all.
In 2008, Jay Jay Billings provided a proof-of-concept that artificial intelligence was
able to accomplish the task of analyzing the interactions between galaxies [Billings, 2008].
In the present thesis the work is carried further by building an appropriate framework to
automate the creation, collision, and analyzation of a galaxy system. The goal of this
work is to provide a working system that through a genetic algorithm scans the various

2

parameters used to create an interacting system, calculates the collision-less collision with
an N-body code, and analyzes the result with a correlation routine, all of which it does
with the only interaction from the user being at the outset.

1.1

Collision-less Collisions

In about two billion years our Galaxy will collide with the Andromeda galaxy. During
the collision the energy released will be on the order of 100 billion supernova explosions.
However, one should not fret for the children of tomorrow. Although galaxies appear to be
dense island universes, they are, in fact, quite thin. Consider for example a galaxy with a
radius of 50,000 light years, a thickness of two light years, and the number of stars around
a trillion2 (1012 ). Then, the number density of an object with the size of our sun is

n=

1012
1012
=
= 2.362 × 10−46 m−3
Volumegalaxy
(2)(50, 000)2

σ = 4πr 2 = 6.078 × 1018 m2

(1.1)

(1.2)

where n is the number density of stars in the galaxy (or Galaxy) and σ is the cross section
of the sun. Thus, the mean free path, λ, is given by

λ=

1
= 6.964 × 1026 m = 7.36 × 1010 ly
nσ

(1.3)

so the chance that two stars will have a direct collision is extremely low. Of course there is
always the chance that the solar system will be torn apart by tidal forces or flung off into
space. See Chapter 2 for a detailed discussion on the creation of galaxy collisions.

1.2

A Genetic Approach

A genetic algorithm uses a modified, simplified, form of real world biological evolution
to solve problems. Simplified because there are no environmental, chemical, or cosmic
factors that have an effect on a population of individuals. Modified because there are no
2

For help to visualize a trillion see, http://www.kokogiak.com/megapenny/thirteen.asp.
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complications like predators, and survival is based solely on the fitness of each individual.
Here is a very basic introduction to some of the key words used in this thesis.

1.2.1

The Individual vs. Population

The individual is a uniquely defined member of a population. It is unique because the
genetic material that makes up that individual is also unique, just like in humans. The
individual’s genotype is that member’s complete hereditary information, whether or not it
is all expressed. Its phenotype is the member’s actual observed traits, such as appearance
(morphology). This distinction is fundamental to the understanding and study of the
inheritance of traits and their evolution.
A population is formed when more than one individual is present, and therefore, for
this work, a population is simply a collection of individuals.

1.2.2

Member Fitness

The fitness of an individual is a measure of how likely that member is to survive in its current environment. Individuals with high fitness may survive many, many more generations
than the members with lower fitnesses. High fitness members are assumed to have a high
likelihood to mate and produce offspring. This in turn, produces a child, with potentially a
higher or lower fitness, who then joins the population and is allowed to breed with members
both from its own generation or older members.

1.2.3

Evolution

In nature, to get from one generation of individuals to the next, two parents from the
current generation must mate and produce healthy, viable young. The same process occurs
in the genetic algorithm.
An initial population of individuals is created, and each member’s fitness is determined.
Two parents from this initial pool are selected. In the natural world, the two parents
exchange genetic material through sexual reproduction. For the purposes of the genetic
algorithm, the exchange of genetic material is simply called crossover. There is a detailed
discussion of this in Chapter 3.

4

Just as in nature, the offspring produced by the two parents from above are subject to
random mutations. These changes in the individuals genotype may be as small as changing
a single gene or as vast as mutating every gene and changing the entire genotype. The
chance of a mutation is often very low, to ensure that more crossovers occur than mutations.
But mutations become very important as they help to maintain the genetic diversity of the
population, and so they cannot be neglected.
Through this process of crossover and mutation, the population, as a whole, evolves in
time, becoming higher and higher in fitness. This is the way a genetic algorithm solves
problems, by generating new members with evolved genotypes which have different phenotypes to ultimately produce an individual that best suits the environment.
What is to Come
In the following chapters, there will be a discussion on the underlying physics behind galaxy
collisions (Chapter 2), an introduction to the theory behind genetic algorithms (Chapter
3), presentation of the work done (Chapter 4) and results obtained (Chapter 5). At the
very end (Chapter 6), conclusions are made and the room for future work is mentioned.

5

CHAPTER

TWO

STARSCREAM

The Starscream library is a collection of functions used for creating the initial conditions
for each galaxy collision. This chapter is meant as an introduction to the mathematical
background used to create those initial conditions. The majority of the following sections
were taken and adapted from the Starscream User’s Manual along with a thesis originally written by Jay Jay Billings [Billings, 2008]. For a detailed discussion, consult those
documents.
A detailed discussion about how Starscream is implemented in this work, along with
some of the parameters used, can be found in Chapter 4. In section 2.6 there is a brief
mention to the N-body code Gadget-2, and a small introduction to it is made.

2.1

The Dark Matter Halo

In 1970, Vera Rubin discovered that the expected rotation speed of a galaxy did not match
the observed rotation, see Figure 2.1. The visible mass did not provide enough mass to
explain the observed curve. An enormous amount of unseen matter, later termed dark
matter, was used to explain the discrepancy.
Starscream generates dark matter halos based on the Hernquist profile [Hernquist,
1990]. The densities of the halos are as follows,
ρ(r) =

MDM a
1
2π r (r + a)3
6

(2.1)

Figure 2.1: The rotation curve for a typical spiral galaxy, where (A) is the expected rotation
curve and (B) is the observed curve.
where
a = rs

p

2[ln(1 + c) − c/(1 + c)]

(2.2)

MDM is the entire mass of the halo, and rs is the scale length of the halo. The parameter
a is dependent on both the scale length and the halo concentration, c.
However, for one to know only the density of the dark matter halo is not enough. The
distribution of the mass, M (r), and the gravitational potential, Φ, are also dependent on
the a parameter through,
MDM r 2
(r + a)2

(2.3)

GM (r)
r+a

(2.4)

M (r) =
and
Φ=−

The total mass of the halo is calculated by relating virial velocity, v200 , to the virial mass
in the NFW profile,
M200 =

7

v200 3
10GH

(2.5)

The final variable to be calculated is r200 by
r200 =

v200
10H

(2.6)

Now the halo concentration may be found through
c=

r200
rs

(2.7)

Finally, the a parameter is calculated.

2.2

The Starry Disks

Starscream follows [Mo et al., 1998] in its method to create galactic disks. These disks
have a density given by
ρd (R, z) =

Σ(R)
z
sech2 ( )
2z0
z0

(2.8)

with
Σ(R) = Σ0 e−R/Rd =

Md −R/Rd
e
2πRd 2

(2.9)

where Md is the mass of the disk, Rd is the scale length of the disk and z0 is the thickness.
From observations it is understood that galaxies are rotating. Starscream generates the
local circular velocities by approximating the velocities of an exponential disk, given by,
vc2 (R) = R

∂Φ
∂R




 




R
R
R
R
R2
= 4πGΣ0
I0
K0
+ I1
K1
4Rd
2Rd
2Rd
2Rd
2Rd

(2.10)

(2.11)

with In and Kn representing cylindrical Bessel functions.

2.3

The Combination

To combine the galactic disk and the dark matter halo, Starscream again relies on the work
of [Springel and White, 1999]. Their method utilizes four basic assumptions. Firstly, the
galactic disks are exponential. Secondly, the disks are stable against the formation of bars.
8

Lastly, both the angular momentum and mass of the galactic disk are related to the dark
matter through,
Jd = jd JDM

(2.12)

Md = md MDM

(2.13)

where jd and md are some fraction of the total.
The total angular momentum of the dark matter halo is expressed through a parameterized value, the spin; see [Mo et al., 1998].
JDM |E|1/2

(2.14)

−GMDM 2
· fc
2r200

(2.15)

λ=
with
E=
and

GMDM 5/2

c 1 − 1/(1 + c)2 − 2ln(1 + c)/(1 + c)
fc =
2
[c/(1 + c) − ln(1 + c)]2

(2.16)

With the various components calculated, it is possible to calculate the scale length of the
disk,
1
Rd = √
2



jd
md



λr200 fc −1/2 fR (λ, c, md , jd )

(2.17)

Now that the a parameter for the halo, the scale length of the disk, Rd , and the spin
parameter, λ, have all been defined it is possible to assemble the system.

2.4

Initial Positions and Velocities

The task of placing all of the particles at starting positions is rather simple, and Starscream
uses a method based upon the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm. Choosing the initial velocities, however, is more difficult. Starscream uses a method described in [Springel and White,
1999] and [Hernquist, 1993]. Starscream calculates a velocity dispersion and then chooses
starting values from a normal distribution. The velocity dispersion is calculated through,

vz2

1
=
ρ

Z

∞

ρ

z

9

∂Φ
dz
∂z

(2.18)

with (carefully noting the difference),
vz2 = vr2

(2.19)

vz 2 = vr 2 = 0

(2.20)

The azimuthal angles for the particles are calculated differently for the galactic disk and
the halo. The disk is calculated by,
σθ2 =

σr2
γ2

(2.21)

and the halo is through,
vθ2 = vr2 +

r ∂ 2
ρv + vc2
ρ ∂r z

(2.22)

.

2.5

The Orbit

Perhaps more important than any of the previous sections are the orbits interacting galaxies
follow. According to [Toomre and Toomre, 1972] galactic interactions where the pair follow
prograde parabolic orbits produce the most significant tidal interactions. As such, the
standard orbit that Starscream places the galaxies on is a prograde parabolic orbit.
A parabolic orbit is simply an orbit with an eccentricity e = 1, and is given by the
formula,
r=

p
1 + ecos(ν)

(2.23)

where p is the distance of closest approach or the perigee, and ν is the true anomaly(the
angle between the direction of periapsis1 and the position of the orbiting body, measured
from the focus.)
The velocities are, in polar coordinates,

vr =
1

r

µ
sin(ν)
p

The point at which an orbiting object is closest to the body it is orbiting.
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(2.24)

vθ =

r

µ
(1 + cos(ν))
p

(2.25)

where µ is the gravitational parameter, G is the Gravitational Constant, and M and m
are the two masses.
µ = G(M + m)

(2.26)

.

2.6

The N-Body Code Gadget-2

Once a set of initial conditions is created by Starscream the major calculations may begin.
Gadget-2 (or simply just Gadget) is a massively parallel code used for cosmological Nbody and smoothed particle hydrodynamical (SPH) calculations. It is meant to be run on
computers with distributed memory, and can be run on most super-computing systems or
a single processor desktop computer.
Gadget uses a hierarchical tree algorithm to calculate the gravitational forces on all
of the bodies. It can use SPH to represent fluids or gases, however the initial conditions
generated by Starscream do not yet include gasses. In all of the galaxy systems created by
Starscream, Gadget follows the evolution of a self-gravitating collisionless N-body system.
For a very detailed discussion about the workings of Gadget see [Springel, 2005]. The
implementation of Gadget used in this work is a basic off-the-self implementation.
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CHAPTER

THREE

GENETIC ALGORITHMS

It turns out there is not a standard definition of a genetic algorithm (GA). A generally
accepted definition is that a GA is a special class of evolutionary algorithm that is based
on Darwin’s theories of evolution. Genetic algorithms are considered a heuristic search
technique [Charbonneau, 1998], which is exceptionally well suited to global maximization
or minimization. It all begins with an initial collection of individuals.

3.1

The Initial Population

Consider a simple two dimensional function in a cartesian coordinate system. The entire
function is defined by a collection of x, y pairs. The GA generates an initial population by
assigning each population member a randomly chosen, but within selected bounds, value
for x, y. It is this pair of coordinates that constitutes the individual’s genotype. The
coordinates are restricted to be within a fixed domain size which should be large enough
to contain all of the major structure of the function. The bounds of the problem should be
set before the population size has been determined. This is to ensure that the population
is large enough to completely span the space in question, with sufficient density, because
too few points cannot map a large space accurately. If the working area of the function
is very large, then a very large population may be needed, and vice versa. For a specific
example, consider the simple Gaussian, shown in Figure 3.1.
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Figure 3.1: A simple Gaussian

z = e−(x

2 +y 2 )

(3.1)

The initial population for a gaussian function may only consist of 10-20 individuals,
see Figure 3.2 for a sampling for the 2D gaussian. This is not because that is the maximum allowed, but because a simple function does not need a large sampling. The initial
population size is user defined at the start of the algorithm. Therefore, some care should
be taken in deciding the size as it cannot be changed once the GA has begun.

3.2

Evaluation of the Population

The function that is being maximized or minimized is evaluated at every population member’s starting location, using the unique genetic material of that individual. These values
are fed into the function, which in turn returns the fitness of that individual. Such that,
in the case of our simple Gaussian,
2 +y2 )

fitness = z = e−(x
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(3.2)

Figure 3.2: The initial population with thirty population individuals
The fitness of the individual is the value returned by the function. Recalling our simple
Gaussian test function, a low fitness would correspond to a fitness of z = 0 or near zero, at
x, y = (2, 2). High fitness would correspond to a value near the maximum value of z = 1,
with x, y = (0, 0).
It is important to note that the GA really only maximizes fitness. If a minimum function
value is desired, then the fitness returned to the GA is in reality

fitness =

1
z

(3.3)

so that small returned values result in a large fitness.

3.3

Crossover and Mutation

Future generations of population individuals are created though the crossover and mutation
of the genotypes of parenting individuals. At the beginning of the evolution of the initial
population, the GA chooses a pair of parents to breed a pair of new children for the
next generation of members. The crossover and mutation at this point determines how
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well the population evolves toward the global maximum or minimum. This process is
best described through another simple example; consider two individual members of the
population defined by

~x = [0, 1, 0, 1, 0, 1]

(3.4)

~y = [1, 0, 1, 0, 1, 0]

(3.5)

and

where the square brackets represent a chromosome, and the individual digits within the
brackets represent genes. The number of individual genes is completely left to the user.
These two parents were chosen by the GA through a roulette wheel algorithm. Imagine
a roulette wheel with all of the individual population members represented as slots for the
ball to fall into. Members with high fitnesses can be thought of has having more than one
slot or just larger slots than those of the members with low fitnesses. This is to ensure
survival of the fittest genetic material but it is not strictly enforced. A low fitness parent
and a high fitness partner may produce a child, but it is not likely.
Once the two parents have been decided, the GA employs three different types of
crossover methods. The first is a single point crossover. This is the simplest crossover
method. The two parents’ genetic material is split, normally in the middle, and two
unique children are produced where one child received the first half of the first parents
genome, and the second child received the second half of that genome. For example, our
two parents from above could yield two children:

~a = [0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0]

(3.6)

~b = [1, 0, 1, 1, 0, 1]

(3.7)

and

The GA also has the option to employ either a two point crossover or a multi-point
crossover. Both of these require the genetic material to be cut at two or more places.
The benefit of this method is that each child is able to retain more of, a potentially high
fitness, parent’s genetic information, which is particularly useful when dealing with very
15

high dimension problems.
Mutation occurs randomly after the child’s genetic material is determined. The GA
implements a simple method for mutating the children, and, of course, there are more
complicated variations on this simple method. Recalling our first born child from above,

~a = [0, 1, 0, 0, 1, 0]

(3.8)

To mutate this child the GA simply bumps one or more of the gene values by a small
amount. So the child becomes, for example,

~a = [.2, 1, 0, −.1, .7, 0]

(3.9)

The purpose of this mutation is to maintain the genetic diversity of the population. A
population that does not maintain a certain level of diversity will not be able to tend
toward a global maximum. Because, recall, that the genetic material of each member is,
in fact, its place on the surface of the function. If the genotype of each individual is
very similar then the population runs the risk of getting stuck inside a local minimum or
maximum. Therefore, inbreeding among population members is not prohibited but it is
discouraged through the use of random mutations, and by permitting unfit members of the
population to bridge the gap and mate with a fit member through parent selection, even
though the selection routine makes that very unlikely.

3.4

Evolution of the Population

The evolution of the population is completed when the required number of generations
has passed. A generation is defined to be one complete evolution of the population. Each
generation follows a prescribed evolution method; the outline of the evolution is shown in
Figure 3.3.
The evolution begins by choosing two parents as described in section 3.3. Once the
two parents have been chosen the likelihood that those two parents will produce children is
evaluated where a random number is generated and compared to the birthrate. If the two
parents succeed in producing children the process continues, if not, the algorithm abandons
16

Figure 3.3: Flow Diagram showing the evolution of a breeding population
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those parents and chooses a new pair.
The crossover between the two parents occurs during the crossover and mutation section. Here it is important to note that there is nothing forbidding the creation of clones.
That is, if the parents are defined by only one unique gene, one of the two children will
always be a copy of that parent. If the parent is defined by more than one unique gene
then the two children will also both be unique. However, in the simplest case, the only
source for genetic diversity in the children is through random mutations.
When mutating, the genetic material of each child is allowed to mutate at any point
along the chromosome. Whether or not a mutation occurs is decided in the same fashion
as in the production of children. Dice are thrown and compared to a chance of mutation.
If mutation occurs a new child is formed. Note, it is possible for one child to mutate and
the other not.
Next the children are evaluated by the fitness function which returns each child’s fitness.
Their fitness is then compared to the fitnesses of the rest of the population. The first child
is always compared to the population first. If that child’s fitness is greater than the lowest
fitness of the current population, the low fitness member is removed from the population
and the child takes its place. Then the second child is compared in the same way.
In the comparison of the children, survival of the fittest is strictly enforced. The
child always replaces the lowest fitness member. If the first child replaces a member, but
continues to be the lowest member of the population, when the second child is compared,
if its fitness is greater, it will replace the first child. If neither child is of higher fitness
than any member of the current population the two children are simply discarded and the
process moves on.
This loop continues until the number of parents chosen is equal to the total population
size. During each successive iteration, every population member is eligible for selection to
be a parent. The individuals are not monogamous because a single individual may have
multiple partners during each generation.
Once all of the parents selected have had the chance to breed, the generation ends.
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3.5

Maximizing Functions

To find the summit of a simple function, such as the Gaussian from section 3.1, one does not
need to use a GA. A simple hill climbing method will work. So, in order to understand the
importance and the power of a GA, a more complicated function needs to be considered.
Still remaining in two dimensions, a more complicated function could be

z=

sin(x) sin(y)
+
x
y

(3.10)

As can be seen from Figure 3.4 a traditional hill climbing method would easily stop short of
the peak. The GA’s power comes from the random sampling of the entire problem space.
Given enough initial members, the chances of sampling close to the peak is high.
So, to solve this problem the GA completes the following steps
1. Generate Initial Population
2. Calculate Initial Population’s Fitnesses
3. Evolve the Population
4. Repeat Step 3 until generation limit is met or desired fitness is achieved
Through this process the GA will produce more fit population members with each
successive generation. It is these four steps that allow a maximum to be found. Because
at the end of the process the most evolved individual will likely be very close to the actual
function maximum.
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Figure 3.4: The Sin(x) Sin(y) function
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CHAPTER

FOUR

THE WORKFLOW AND FRAMEWORK

The goal of the framework presented in this thesis is to aid in the study and parameterization of colliding and interacting galaxy systems. To accomplish this, the framework
is designed to completely and seamlessly integrate Starscream, Gadget, and an analysis
package with the genetic algorithm. In the following sections a more specific discussion on
how the connections between the major packages are implemented will be presented.

4.1

Schematic and Over Views

The workflow, the framework, and the data-flow are not one in the same. The workflow is
outlined in Figure 4.1 and represents the order in which the the work is done. It consists
of one large loop that is executed over and over. The framework is the bookkeeping
or organizational systems and the connections made between the major sections of the
workflow. The data-flow is simply the flow of data around and through the framework.
The workflow is as follows.
1. The user provides the initial input to the genetic algorithm
2. The GA generates a population
3. Starscream creates initial conditions based on that population
4. Gadget calculates the collisions
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Figure 4.1: Schematic View of the Workflow Including Connections
5. The collisions are analyzed
6. The GA generates children
7. Starscream creates initial conditions for those children
8. Gadget calculates the collisions
9. The collisions are analyzed
10. The generational loop continues until desired fitness is achieved or generation number
is exceeded
The framework with corresponding data-flows is shown in Figure 4.2. The framework
contains all of the sections from the workflow along with several intermediate steps, and
book keeping tools. It is important to note that the block labeled “Filesystem” represents
the same filesystem in all instances.
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Figure 4.2: Schematic View of the Dataflow through the Framework

4.2

The Genetic Algorithm

The GA conducts all operations and directs the flow of data traffic everywhere through
the framework. It begins by receiving input from the user about where to store the data it
creates, where to read the data that it needs, and general parameters about the population
such as size, crossover type, mutation and birth rate, and the generation limit.

4.2.1

The Implemented Genetic Algorithm

The genetic algorithm used in this work was originally written by Jay Jay Billings [Billings,
2008]. In its original form it was based on the widely used and accepted GA Pikaia
[Charbonneau, 1995]. While the underlying workings that make it a genetic algorithm,
remain unchanged, for this work, the implementation has been significantly modified in
order to take advantage of the large computing resources needed, along with being modified
to suit personal tastes. For example, the original GA was written entirely in ANSI-C.
Presently, it has been rewritten further to take advantage of the scripting language Python
and is now written in a combination of the two.
In order to take full advantage of the computing systems available the author chose to
break the GA into three distinct and separate parts.
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1. The Initial Loop
2. The Calculation Loop
3. The Generational Loop
This was straight forward to accomplish as most GA’s are simply two different (Initial
and Generational) loops stacked on top of each other. The restart information became very
important because the GA, now being three separate components, is not able to hold all
of the information in memory between subsequent sections. All of the information about
the previous condition of the GA must be written to the disk before the completion of the
current section.
For example, the initial loop is responsible for the generation of the initial population
of individuals. At the completion of this loop the GA must store the information regarding the genetic material of the entire population along with any important directories or
parameters associated with that genetic material. This is done by simply dumping all of
that information to a file and holding it there.
The calculation loop is responsible for analyzing and calculating the fitness of each
member of the initial population and only the initial population. At the completion of
this loop the script must retain both the fitness of each individual member as well as the
position of that member in the population pool, i.e. once the fitness is calculated the GA
must maintain a listing that member2 corresponds to a fitness of 0.5 without having to
navigate the directory tree and recollect that information each time the population needs
to be updated.
The generational loop is responsible for maintaining both the records from the initial
loop and the calculation loop. As explained fully in Chapter 3, the population is being
updated and changed constantly while the generational loop is running. At the end of
this loop the entire new population as well as the updated fitnesses and listings for that
population need to be maintained. The generational loop does not create a new fitness and
position listing but simply updates the information files created in the calculation loop.
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4.2.2

Organizational Methods

Once the starting data have been provided, the first thing the GA does is create the folder
hierarchy which is used to store all of the subsequent files. For example, if the population
size was fifty individuals the GA would follow this basic layout, and the layout would be
very similar regardless of the population size:
• run1
– member0
∗ data
– member1
∗ data
– ...
– member50
• run2
Although this folder creation is not directly noted in Figure 4.2, it is extremely important that all of the population members’ data runs be kept separate from one another and
in a standardized fashion. The reason for this is that it makes it very easy to transverse
the directory trees when calculating the fitness or, after the fitness has been calculated,
analyzing some other aspect of each individual. It also limits the amount of logic needed
inside the framework, and limits the overall amount of code that needs to be written.

4.3

Starscream and Gadget

After each individual’s home folder is created, the genetic material of that individual, which
consists of the x, y pairs discussed extensively in Chapter 3, is passed to Starscream where
the initial conditions are created and written into that member’s directory.
To execute the multiple concurrent Gadget runs, the GA creates, provides the appropriate permissions, and executes a simple bash script. This occurs both in the initial loop
and the generational loop, and it is represented by “Processing Info” in Figure 4.2.
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4.3.1

Creating The Galaxies

The physics behind the creation of a stable galaxy system was discussed in detail in Chapter
2. Presented here is an overview of the creation as it pertains to the workflow, and the
framework as a whole. There are six parameters that Starscream uses to uniquely define
and create a galaxy system.
1. The mass fraction of the disk relative to the dark matter halo, md
2. The angular momentum fraction of the disk relative to the halo, jd
3. The spin parameter of the disk, λ
4. The concentration of the dark matter halo, c
5. The virial radius of the disk, v200
6. The distance of closest approach between the two galaxies, d
It is important to note that the first five parameters are used to directly construct
one unique galaxy. The five parameters are used to build a single galaxy, and, then, that
galaxy is copied into the second galaxy to make a complete system. It would be possible
to construct two different galaxies for use in the system. The total number of parameters
would then go from six to eleven. Not twelve, because the distance of closest approach is
for the system of galaxies and is not used in the individual construction.
There are also four “hidden” parameters that are used in the galaxy creation. They
are considered hidden because they are not changed during the course of a run. They are
set at the outset and are never dealt with again. They are
1. The number of particles in the stellar disk
2. The number of particles in the dark matter halo
3. The number of potential grid points in one cartesian direction
4. The spacing between the grid points
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The value assignment to all not-hidden parameters is completely controlled by the GA.
These parameters are assigned during the initial conditions generation, which occurs in
the population loop. The GA chooses values for none, some or all of the parameters,
and, although, these values are chosen at random, they are bounded for physical reasons.
The exact bounds are chosen by the user before the calculation begins and should not be
changed once the simulation has started. The parameter values chosen here are analogous
to the genes first mentioned in Chapter 3.

4.3.2

Computing Resources

As mentioned in the previous section, the computing resources available and the allocation
of those resources provided their own unique challenges to the design of the framework.
The population and evolution loop require the largest number of processors, as Gadget simulations must be completed for each population individual. The analysis section, however,
only requires a single processor, but in this work sixteen were used. Sixteen was chosen
because that is the number of processors in the individual nodes used, and, consequently
that was how many analysis streams could be easily created.
The maximum size of the population is dictated by the number and availability of
processors. In this work, the decision was made to compute each Gadget simulation using
two processors, because this provided a significant increase in speed but still allowed a large
population to be calculated. So the maximum number of population members that could
be calculated at once had a hard limit, set by the competing forces of processor usage and
queue system wait time.

4.4

The Analysis

The analysis begins with Starscream. Gadget uses the initial conditions to conduct the
simulation and produce a series of output files.
These output files, called snapshots, have a direct analog to pictures produced from
a still camera. They are moments in the time evolution of the Gadget collision. Each
snapshot contains all of the data, including position, velocity, type, etc., about every
particle (star) currently in the simulation. The snapshots are in numerical order starting
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with 000 which is the particle data at the start of the simulation. Snapshot 001, for example,
is the data for the particles after a certain number of time steps have been computed. The
length of time between the subsequent snapshots is completely up to the user. For this
work, a typical data run consists of 200-300 snapshots per population individual, which
are stored in the data directories.
The actual analysis of each member is again just a loop. But several distinctions need
to be made, because the galaxies are being evolved in time. Each member’s fitness is not
just an evaluation of a single point but it is a result of the collection of fitnesses. So it is
important to introduce two new concepts, a prototype image and a candidate image.

4.4.1

Prototype Images

When analyzing the snapshots, it is not as simple a plugging numbers into a function and
waiting for a result. The snapshots are basically frozen images of the particle’s position
at that given moment in time. Therefore it is not possible to use a fitness function in the
traditional sense. The images must be compared to another image, the prototype image.
This prototype image is an image that has been produced, in this work from a Gadget
snapshot file, with a known set of initial conditions. Therefore it is completely understood.
If an unknown image matched this prototype image exactly, then it would be reasonable
to say that the unknown image was created during a collision with galaxies created with
the same initial conditions as the prototype.
The framework has two different options built in for the creation of prototype images.
The first is using a snapshot output from Gadget. The framework handles all of the image
memory creation and removal of this image. The second option is to use a FITS [Wells
et al., 1981] image as a reference image. This is a feature that has been added in order to
be able to compare the output files from Gadget to a real astrophysical system. The only
current limitations on the FITS image is that it must be a 2D square image. It is generally
recommended that the image be of a relatively small size, less than a megapixel, but this
is not strictly enforced. This is only to ensure speedy analysis. A significant slow down
was discovered with very large images.
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4.4.2

Candidate Images

The candidate images are essentially the same as the prototype images, with the exception
that the candidate images are always produced from a Gadget snapshot. The main difference between the two is that the candidate images are comprised of three different views
of the same moment in time.
To explain, each snapshot contains all of the data about all of the particles. The Gadget
simulation is not confined to a 2D space. It is working in full 3D. Therefore, when a 2D
image is created, there is data that is being excluded in that process. The 2D image is a
projection of the 3D space. Because in real space the orientation of the galaxies may not be
very well defined each snapshot generates three separate images that are to be compared.
Therefore, for a single individual the fitness of that individual is decided upon out of

3 views × 200 snapshots = 600 fitness values

(4.1)

The three views are from the xy, xz, and yz planes. And even though it may seem like
a large number of potential answers to choose from, it is now possible to quickly and
accurately generate and analyze a large set of initial parameters and subsequent evolutions
in order to produce a close match. In the following chapter, real data will be presented,
some of the problems and pitfalls will be discussed, and results will become clearer.
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CHAPTER

FIVE

RESULTS

The results in this chapter are almost a year in the making. During that period, over
120,000 processors hours were used and approximately ten terabytes of data were generated.
Presented here are a selected set of results from the execution of the framework, chosen
to be representative of the whole. The main focus of the following discussion is to, also,
explain the two analysis packages used when attempting to match the galaxy systems.

5.1

Galaxy Building

Before the framework can set about the task of matching two images, a reference or known
image must be created. The technical aspects of the galaxy creation were discussed in
Chapter 2 and in section 4.3.1. Here the discussion turns to the parameter values that are
actually used in the creation of the galaxies.
The work done by [Springel and White, 1999] was chosen to become the test case that
the framework would attempt to match. One particular system they mention was chosen
because it possessed significant features that allowed it to be easily distinguishable. In
addition the parameters used to create such a system occupied a space that was fairly
large. This provided the GA with a significant space in which to work. The generating
parameters are given in Table 5.1. These parameters, after being evolved would produce a
galaxy interaction that very closely matches Figure 5.1.
The parameters that are “free” for the framework to evolve were chosen for the impact
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Table 5.1: Generating Parameters
Paramter
Value
No. of Particles in Disk
5,000
No. of Particles in Halo
10,000
md
0.025
jd
0.025
λ
0.05
c
15.0
v200
1.6E7
d
3.5
Grid Points in each Direction
64
Grid Point Spacing
4.0

Figure 5.1: The prototype image, the galaxy collision shown here is the simulation that is
being matched.
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each would have on the visual appearance of the final product. Three parameters were
allowed to vary. They are the spin parameter, λ, the halo concentration, c, and the distance
of closest approach, d. The remaining seven parameters were pinned to the prototype
values.
Both the spin parameter and the distance of closest approach have a high impact on
the final visual appearance of the galaxy system. The halo concentration, however, does
not have a large visible impact. This is important because it tests how well the framework
deals with both types of parameters.
In the following sections, the two routines used to distinguish the images, along with
the respective evolutions, are discussed.

5.2

The Pearson Cross Correlation Coefficient

The Pearson Cross Correlation Coefficient or sometimes called the Pearson Product-Moment
Correlation Coefficient (PMCC) was first developed in 1895 [Rodgers and Nicewander,
1988]. It is a dimensionless index that is invariant under a linear transformation. It is
defined as
cov(x, y)
=q
r=
(σ̂x σ̂y )

1
(n−1)
1
(n−1)

Pn

Pn

i=1 (xi

2
i=1 (xi − x̂)

− x̂)(yi − ŷ)
q
P
1
(n−1)

n
i=1 (yi

− ŷ)2

(5.1)

with cov(x, y) being the Covariance, the two standard deviations being
n

σ̂x2

X
1
=
(xi − x̂)2
(n − 1)

(5.2)

i=1
n

σ̂y2 =

X
1
(yi − ŷ)2
(n − 1)

(5.3)

i=1

and x̂ and ŷ are the samples means of x and y. The sample mean is just another term for
the familiar arithmetic mean with the exception that the list is a statistical sample.
The routine used in this work is a black-box routine from the GNU Scientific Libraries
(GSL) [Galassi et al., 2003]. Even though the routine is fairly straightforward in its implimentation, an immediate problem was encountered. The PMCC routine in the GSL
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will not accept a 2D matrix of values which is analogous to an image. To overcome this
the candidate images are compared to the prototype images after being worked through a
rasterization scheme. The 2D image is converted into a 1D array by taking the first (top)
row of values filling up the beginning of the 1D array, and then taking the second row of
the 2D image and appending it to the end of the first row in the 1D array. This process
continues on until the entire image has been converted.
The new 1D arrays containing the prototype and candidate are then passed into the
GSL PMCC routine and a correlation value is returned. This correlation value is between
-1 and 1. But for the purposes of this work, only the magnitude is important so all of the
correlation values have the absolute value taken.
As a simple example consider the 4 × 4 matrix


0 0

0

0



 0 1
0
0
A=

 0 0 0.498 0

0 0
0
0










(5.4)

and


0 0

0

0



 0 1
0
0
B=

 0 0 0.498 0

0 0
0
0










(5.5)

become the two 1D arrays

A=



B=



0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.498 0 0 0 0 0



(5.6)

0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0 0 0 0.498 0 0 0 0 0



(5.7)

Applying the PMCC formula from above, a value of r = 1 is returned. The two images are
an exact match. It is in this manner that the two images will be compared.
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Figure 5.2: Low fitness (left), medium fitness (middle), high fitness (right) along with the
prototype galaxy (bottom)

5.2.1

Initial Population

The routine begins by generating the initial population through a series of random guesses.
These population members dictate how rapidly or how slowly the GA is able to evolve. An
initial population with many good (high fitness) members will evolve more rapidly (will
reach a high average fitness in a fewer number of generations) than a population with many
poor (low fitness) members.
Figure 5.2 depicts both a low and high fitness initial guess, and the prototype image for
comparison. The corresponding values for the parameters and fitnesses are summarized in
table 5.2, with the error value being the absolute difference between the target parameter
value and the actual parameter value.
The low fitness member of this initial population is obviously unlike the prototype
image. It registered a low fitness for two very distinct reasons. The first has the largest
impact on the fitness: the nuclei of the galaxies are too close together. The second reason
is the lack of fullness in the tidal tails.
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Type
Low
Medium
High
Prototype

Table 5.2:
Fitness
λ
0.082
0.038
0.55
0.062
0.81
0.030
1.0
0.05

Initial
c
17.37
12.69
15.88
15.0

Population One
d
λ-Error c-Error
1.37
0.011
2.37
3.19
0.012
2.30
3.43
0.019
0.88
3.5
0.0
0.0

d-Error
2.12
0.32
0.06
0.0

The PMCC algorithm is designed to, basically, match peaks in a signal. Because in the
first image the nuclei are closer together than in the prototype image, the peaks (where the
greatest collection of stars are located) cannot be aligned, and so a low fitness is registered.
The same is true for the medium fitness image (the middle in Figure 5.2). Only in this
case the nuclei are too far apart. Again the peaks are not aligned and thus a lower fitness is
registered. In this case, however, the absolute difference in the distance that the peaks are
from one another is lower, and so a slightly higher fitness than the low fitness is registered.
For the high fitness individual, the nuclei are very close to the appropriate positions,
so a still higher fitness is returned. This fitness is not a perfect match, however, because
the thickness of the tidal tails in the prototype image is greater than in this candidate.

5.2.2

Evolution

The process by which the population is physically evolved was discussed in Chapter 3,
and so no further discussion on how the process occurs will be had. However, this section
will discuss exactly what the evolution of the population does and why the results are as
expected.
Firstly, the evolution of the initial population is a very unique process. It cannot be
recreated identically for successive trials. Therefore, a lot of importance must be placed on
the shape of the graph as the population evolves through time. Figure 5.3 depicts a run
as it progresses through time.
Two features of the plot show that the algorithm is functioning correctly. Firstly the
high population member, that is the most fit member of the population, is replaced over
time. It does not have to be replaced every generation, but it does need to be replaced at
least once to show that the algorithm is capable of finding a better match than the initial
guesses. Secondly, the average fitness of the entire population is always going up. The
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Figure 5.3: Evolution of the population through time. The top section is the evolution of
the fitness of highest member of the breeding population, and the bottom section is the
average fitness of that breeding population including all breeding members.
breeding population is constantly being updated by the GA with more fit individuals; see
section 3.4. Because survival of the fittest is strictly enforced, no individual with a fitness
lower than the lowest member of the current population is admitted, the average fitness of
the population can never decrease.
The rate of increase in the average of the population may be different from run to
run. This is acceptable, because the rate of increase depends on the initial guesses, the
correctness of the mutations, and several other factors. No two evolutions should be exactly
the same, even if the problem remains the same.

5.2.3

PMCC Based Final Product

The final result from the framework is produced when a set number of generations have
been completed. This number is completely up to the end user and might vary from run to
run. Only one population member is valued at the end, that is the highest fitness member.
Figure 5.4 shows the most highly evolved population member versus the prototype
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Figure 5.4: The high fitness galaxy after 100 generations (left) and the prototype galaxy
(right)
Table 5.3: Evolved High Galaxy vs. Prototype
Type
Fitness
λ
c
d
λ-Error c-Error
Evolved High
0.85
0.030 15.88 3.43
0.019
0.88
Prototype
1.0
0.05
15.0
3.5
0.0
0.0

d-Error
0.062
0.0

individual.
This population individual has a high fitness because the location of the galactic nuclei
are very similar. The size of those nuclei are also close to the same. The exact values for
the free parameters that were chosen by the GA are summarized in table 5.3.
When comparing the exact values it is plain to see how close the nuclei in the evolved
individual are to the prototype. Computing the percent difference between the value of d
for both cases returns a value of only 1.78%. However, the change over time is even more
apparent when comparing the high fitness individual from the initial population, that is
the most fit member chosen by chance, and the high fitness individual after being evolved.
The visual comparison is shown in Figure 5.5 and the parameter values are summerized in
table 5.4.
The change in fitness of 0.04 or 4% between the high initial guess and the evolved high
fitness member is attributed to the significant improvement in the positions of the galactic
nuclei. Even though it is difficult to detect from the visual comparison, examining the
table yields a surprising fact. The λ value, which has a larger visual effect than the c value,
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Figure 5.5: Initial High (left), Final High (Middle), Prototype (Right)
Table 5.4: Initial High
Type
Fitness
λ
Initial High
0.81
0.036
Evolved High
0.85
0.030
Prototype
1.0
0.05

vs. Evolved High vs. Prototype
c
d
λ-Error c-Error d-Error
15.43 4.19
0.013
0.43
0.69
15.88 3.43
0.019
0.88
0.062
15.0
3.5
0.0
0.0
0.0

is actually worse in the evolved member than it is in the initial member. Although this has
an adverse effect on the over all fitness of the match, the improvement in d is large enough
to offset all but the wildest λ values.

5.3

Fast Fourier Transform based Correlation

A second form of the cross correlation is defined by

C(δx , δy ) = F −1 (F(A) × F(B)∗ )

(5.8)

Where F is the Fast Fourier transform (FFT) and F −1 is the inverse transform. Take the
Fast Fourier transform of the first image; take the Fourier transform of the second image.
Multiply the first transform by the complex conjugate of the second transform, and then
take the inverse transform of the result.
The result is a correlation map of the two images. The highest value of the map
corresponds to the best overlap of the two images. To illustrate consider this simple
example.
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Recalling the two simple 4 × 4 matrices from above


0 0

0

0



 0 1
0
0
A=

 0 0 0.498 0

0 0
0
0










(5.9)

and


0 0

0

0



 0 1
0
0
B=

 0 0 0.498 0

0 0
0
0










(5.10)

We take the Fourier transform of both images.


0.374 0


 −0.125 0
F(A) = 

 −0.125 0

−0.125 0


0.374

−0.124 −0.25





−0.124 −.250 


−0.124 0.25 

−0.124 0.25

0 −0.124 −0.25

(5.11)







 −0.125 0 −0.124 −.250 


F(A) = 

 −0.125 0 −0.124 0.25 


−0.125 0 −0.124 0.25

(5.12)

then F(A) × F(B)∗ gives


0.140 0 0.078 0







 0.015 0 0.078 0 

B=


 0.015 0 0.078 0 


0.015 0 0.078 0
and finally
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(5.13)

Figure 5.6: Low fitness (left), medium fitness (middle), high fitness (right) along with the
prototype galaxy (bottom)



1.248




−1
∗
F (F(A) × F(B) ) = 




0

0

0

0.498 0

0
0

0

0

0

0

0

0

0 0.498










(5.14)

Immediately, it can been seen that the high value is in the (0, 0) index. This is because
the two images match exactly when they are laid directly on top of one another. In this
special case, when both A and B are the same the result is called the autocorrelation.
It is this simple process that is used as the second analysis package.

5.3.1

Initial Guesses

Just as in section 5.2.1, Figure 5.6 gives a visual comparison of three starting population
members of different fitnesses.
The low fitness and medium fitness images are of suppressed fitness because the galactic
nuclei are different from that of the prototype. The medium’s nuclei are not displaced as
much as the low fitness image so it returns a slightly higher fitness.
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Type
Low
Medium
High
Prototype

Table 5.5:
Fitness
λ
0.52
0.028
1.03
0.053
1.60
0.078
2.0
0.05

Initial
c
17.51
15.22
17.95
15.0

Population Two
d
λ-Error c-Error
8.92
0.021
2.51
7.41
0.003
0.22
1.97
0.028
2.95
3.5
0.0
0.0

d-Error
5.42
3.91
1.52
0.0

Oddly, the high fitness member looks strikingly different than the prototype as well.
The routine puts less emphasis on the tidal tails and more emphasis on large collections
of stars, the nuclei. So because the centers of the galaxies lie more correctly on top of the
prototype, a higher fitness is registered. The parameter values for these cases are shown
in table 5.5
Quick Note about Fitnesses
It is worth a brief discussion here to explain the fitnesses returned by the FFT based routine.
The routine relies heavily on the Fastest Fourier Transform in the West library [Frigo
and Johnson, 2005]. The values of the correlation matrix created by this library are not
normalized. And so, the fitness values can be normalized to fall between any two values
desired. For the purposes of this work, the correlation values are normalized to fall between
zero and two. But as a general rule a higher fitness is better.
These results are not as clear cut as the values presented in table 5.2, however they are
still as expected. The low fitness individual does not visually match the prototype. For
example the nuclei are, once again, misplaced. The high fitness member looks somewhat
different from the prototype but still returns a high fitness because the central regions align
correctly. The medium fitness member is even more surprising. The percent difference
between the λ and c values are only 6.68% and 1.46% respectfully. However, these good
matches are offset by the poor choice in d and as such only a medium fitness is returned.
This shows that the analysis package takes into account all aspects of the images when
returning a fitness.
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5.3.2

Evolution

The evolution process has already been discussed at length. The results presented here
are no different. The algorithm that is responsible for evolving the population through
time was not changed when the analysis package was changed. Therefore, results shown in
Figure 5.7 very closely match the previous results given in section 5.2.2.
The results confirm, once again, that the framework is working correctly. The average
fitness of the breeding population continues to rise over time, and the highest member of
the population is updated as the GA finds better and better matches.

5.3.3

FFT Based Final Products

Just as in the previous discussion about the end results, it is expected that the evolved
high fitness individual would closely, visually resemble the prototype. In the case of Figure
5.8, the dominating features are correct, the size and position of the galactic nuclei. The
exact parameters are outlined in table 5.6.
Comparing values it becomes apparent that the evolved galaxy is actually somewhat
larger than the galaxies in the prototype system. However, the algorithm places a large
importance on the positions of the galactic centers, and they are more correctly positioned,
being off by approximately 20%.
Comparing the evolved and initial galaxies sheds even more light on the situation. A
visual comparison is given in Figure 5.9, and then summarized in table 5.7.
The evolved member has improved performance in both the c and d parameters. The
marked improvement in d most certainly leads to the increased fitness. However there is
still substaintial room left for improvement. A longer evolution time, combined with a new
initial population may contribute a greater overall fitness.
With further inspection of table 5.7, one notices that the galaxies in both the high
initial and the high evolved are larger (λ values higher than 0.05) than the prototype. This
is a product of a special feature of the FFT based correlation method, and will be discussed
in the final chapter.
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Figure 5.7: Evolution of the population through time. The top section is the evolution of
the fitness of the highest member of the breeding population, and the bottom section is
the average fitness of that breeding population including all breeding members.

Figure 5.8: The high fitness galaxy after 66 generations (left) and the prototype galaxy
(right)
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Table 5.6: FFT Based Evolved High vs. Prototype
Type
Fitness
λ
c
d
λ-Error c-Error
Evolved High
1.86
0.098 16.76 4.21
0.048
1.11
Prototype
2.0
0.05
15.0
3.5
0.0
0.0

d-Error
0.71
0.0

Figure 5.9: Initial High (left), Final High (Middle), Prototype (Right)

Table 5.7: FFT Based Initial High vs. Evolved High vs. Prototype
Type
Fitness
λ
c
d
λ-Error c-Error d-Error
Initial High
1.60
0.078 17.95 1.97
0.028
2.95
1.52
Evolved High
1.86
0.098 16.76 4.21
0.048
1.11
0.71
Prototype
2.0
0.05
15.0
3.5
0.0
0.0
0.0
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CHAPTER

SIX

CONCLUSIONS

Here, the success or failure of the framework, opinions about the analysis results, and
suggestions about future work along with other options are presented.

6.1

The Framework

As discussed in Chapter 4, the design, implementation, testing and trouble shooting of
the controlling software consumed the majority of the coding hours during the creation of
this work. The ultimate goal was to provide a framework that completely and seamlessly
integrated Starscream, Gadget and an analysis package with the genetic algorithm. Other
goals along the way were to make the framework very flexible, and to make it completely
self-sufficient.
To prevent the framework from becoming a “one trick pony”, the code was designed to
provide the greatest amount of flexibility to the end user. Different options for the types
and number of reference images used was implemented, as an example.
The greatest challenge, and perhaps the greatest victory, was to provide a framework
that was, in a sense, plug-and-play. If the end user did not want to use a PMCC based
analysis package, that package could be simply replaced for whatever suited the user, as
demonstrated in Chapter 5. The framework has evolved into a mostly modular framework
with a single controlling script which could be modified to add or subtract features as they
are needed.
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The framework became completely self supporting, often running for up to a week at
a time, on many hundreds of processors. The end user could start the process and then
return when it completed, at the notification through email, and collect the final results.
Also, there is no set limit on how long the framework could run; it would run until the
number of required generations were completed, whether that be ten or a thousand. It
maintains its own records, generates all of the files and scripts needed and manages its
own memory. It accomplishes the goal of completely and seamlessly integrating the initial
conditions engine, Starscream, the N-body code, Gadget, and the control software, the
GA.

6.2

The Analysis Packages

The analysis section of the work proved to be the most challenging to test, and to understand. Refer to Chapter 5 for a detailed discussion on how each presented method
works.

6.2.1

PMCC Based Evaluation

The Pearson Cross Correlation Coefficient is the simpler of the the two methods presented.
The PMCC was technically very easy to implement. The algorithm was also very fast,
only showing a significant slow down when the images were on the order of a megapixel.
It also descriminates very well with reguard to the parameters used to create the galactic
system. If a high fitness is returned the parameters used are often very close to the actual
parameters used to create the prototype collision, and in that respect the routine is very
nice.
However, several problems with this method were discovered throughout the course of
its testing. In the beginning, it was discovered that a tremendous amount of importance
was being placed on the very center of each galactic disk. This problem was solved by
capping the maximum value that each center could attain. This places more importance
on the (lower) values in the tidal tails as the difference between the values is much smaller.
Also, it became prone to giving false negatives, because of a sensitivity to the initial
placement of the stars in the galaxies. Therefore, if a high fitness was returned, the galaxy
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interaction always resembled the prototype; however, if a low fitness was returned this did
not completely prove that the image in question was a poor visual match.
To combat this problem an FFT based method was introduced.

6.2.2

FFT Based Evaluation

The method used to implement the FFT based routine was adapted from a highly successful
image matching routine written by [Belle, 2007]. This algorithm was designed specifically
for locating a small image inside of a large image. Therefore, it lacked some of the required
“finesse” needed for this project. Namely, it lacked normalization.
Raw output of the correlation map had very little indication on whether or not the
image being matched was actually a good match. However, after some evaluation and
testing a suitable normalization was realized, and it was discovered that this method was
better than the PMCC routine at looking at the image as a whole.
But looking at the image as a whole is a mixed blessing, as discovered at the end of
section 5.3.3. A feature that makes the FFT based correlation very attractive for image
matching is that the FFT method is unaffected by scale. The method tries to locate a
prototype image inside the candidate image regardless of the relative scales used in each
image. Although this is very desirable when matching, say faces in a crowd, it is not a
desirable feature when the physical size of an object in the image is important. That is
why the routine allows the galaxies to have a large λ value in table 5.7.
The false negative problem, however, was eliminated, and so a low fitness always corresponded to a poor visual match.

6.3

Future Work

In the previous pages, a framework was developed that demonstrated that it was possible
to automatically generate and study galaxy collisions with a genetic algorithm. However,
much work still remains to done before the framework could be released to the greater
scientific community. The following contains some suggestions that could evolve this project
into a very powerful tool.
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First, and foremost, the framework should be challenged with matching a real observation of an interacting system, and some of the necessary tools are already in place to
make this possible. It is already possible for the framework to import FITS images, which
is the data format of choice in astronomy, for analysis against simulations. However, the
analysis of the simulations will pose its own set of challenges.
The analysis packages, as implemented, are tuned to look at computer generated data.
When analyzing real data from the sky, those images must be filtered to remove all of the
background stars and excess noise. To date, that process would have to be done by hand
in an image editing suite. A significant improvement would be to add a wavelet filter or
some other filtering method to the routine to help remove unwanted clutter. The analysis
packages’ capabilities might also be expanded and its speed increased by implementing a
different routine entirely.
Also, as discussed at the end of Chapter 2, the orbit is often the most important
parameter in a galaxy collision. Currently, only a single orbit, pro-grad parabolic, is
implemented, and this would have to be expanded in order to properly generate different
interacting systems.
To be applicable to a larger range of problems (other than galaxy collisions) the framework would need to be tested with different physics engines or initial conditions generators
to ensure durability when significantly modified. Also, slight modifications to the code
proper could make the framework more turn-key and easier for a new user to use. This
might include removal of hard-coded options and placement into a universal parameter file,
or a better analysis of the memory management. To make the framework useful to very
large scale problems, additional parallelization should be implemented.
Further study and tuning of the appropriate parameters that are used in the GA (mutation rate, birth rate, etc.) could substantially improve the performance of the framework.
This could shorten the time it takes to produce a high fitness match, and thus cutting
down on the total time needed to run.
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APPENDIX

A

SELECTED SOURCE CODE

What follows is a selected amount of source code, chosen to be representative of the larger
work done. The complete source code, or any portion, is available upon request, and is not
included in this work because it alone comprises fifty pages.

A.1

populate.py

#!/usr/bin/python
from ctypes import *
from new_gen_alg import *
# Load the overseer library
#overseer = CDLL("/opt/overseer/liboverseer.so.0")
#The Number of Parameters Used in Starscream
n = 1

#overseer.memory()
#overseer.ref_library()

ctrl = (c_float * 5)(104.0, 2.0, 0.0, 0.5, 0.03)

gadget_dir = " "
outputdir = " "

init_pop(n,ctrl,gadget_dir,outputdir)

print "The initial population has been created successfully"
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A.2

build ref.c

#include "overseer.h"

void build_ref(void)
{

int N = (int) sqrt(library[0].size);
//int N = 512;
int status, ii, jj, k;
double **array1;
double **array2;
double **array3;
double a, b, c, d;

array1 = (double **) calloc(N, sizeof(double *));
for (ii = 0; ii < N; ii++)
array1[ii] = (double *) calloc(N, sizeof(double));
array2 = (double **) calloc(N, sizeof(double *));
for (ii = 0; ii < N; ii++)
array2[ii] = (double *) calloc(N, sizeof(double));
array3 = (double **) calloc(N, sizeof(double *));
for (ii = 0; ii < N; ii++)
array3[ii] = (double *) calloc(N, sizeof(double));

d = 50.0; /*Pad the edges with 1/10th of the total size */
a = (N - d) / (400.0 + d);
b = (N - d) / (400.0 + d);
c = (N - d) / (400.0 + d);

printf("build the values in the image...image1...");
for (k = header1.npart[1]; k < NumPart; k++) {
ii = (int) ((P[k].Pos[0] + 200.0 +d)*a);
jj = (int) ((P[k].Pos[1] + 200.0 +d)*b);
if (ii > 0 && jj > 0 && ii < N && jj < N){
array1[ii][jj] = 1.0 + array1[ii][jj];
if(array1[ii][jj] > 10.0)
array1[ii][jj] = 10.0;
}
}
printf("image2...");
for (k = header1.npart[1]; k < NumPart; k++) {
ii = (int) ((P[k].Pos[0] + 200.0 +d)*a);
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jj = (int) ((P[k].Pos[2] + 200.0 +d)*c);
if (ii > 0 && jj > 0 && ii < N && jj < N){
array2[ii][jj] = 1.0 + array2[ii][jj];
if(array2[ii][jj] > 10.0)
array2[ii][jj] = 10.0;
}
}
printf("image3...");
for (k = header1.npart[1]; k < NumPart; k++) {
ii = (int) ((P[k].Pos[1] + 200.0 +d)*b);
jj = (int) ((P[k].Pos[2] + 200.0 +d)*c);
if (ii > 0 && jj > 0 && ii < N && jj < N){
array3[ii][jj] = 1.0 + array3[ii][jj];
if(array3[ii][jj] > 10.0)
array3[ii][jj] = 10.0;
}
}
printf("done\n");

ii = jj = 0;

if (!
(candidate.ref1 =
(double *) calloc(library[0].size, sizeof(double))))
printf("Cannot Allocate Candidate.image1\n");
for (ii = 0; ii < N; ii++) {
for (jj = 0; jj < N; jj++) {
candidate.ref1[ii * N + jj] = array1[ii][jj];
}
}
if (!
(candidate.ref2 =
(double *) calloc(library[0].size, sizeof(double))))
printf("Cannot Allocate Candidate.image2\n");
for (ii = 0; ii < N; ii++) {
for (jj = 0; jj < N; jj++)
candidate.ref2[ii * N + jj] = array2[ii][jj];
}
if (!
(candidate.ref3 =
(double *) calloc(library[0].size, sizeof(double))))
printf("Cannot Allocate Candidate.image3\n");
for (ii = 0; ii < N; ii++) {
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for (jj = 0; jj < N; jj++)
candidate.ref3[ii * N + jj] = array3[ii][jj];
}

printf("done\n");

for (ii = 0; ii < N; ii++) {
free(array1[ii]);
free(array2[ii]);
free(array3[ii]);
}
free(array1);
free(array2);
free(array3);
printf("freed\n");
} /* End Function */
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A.3

build candidates.c

#include "overseer.h"

void build_candidates(void)
{

int N = (int) sqrt(library[0].size);
//int N = 512;
int status, ii, jj, k;
double **array1;
double **array2;
double **array3;
double a, b, c, d;

array1 = (double **) calloc(N, sizeof(double *));
for (ii = 0; ii < N; ii++)
array1[ii] = (double *) calloc(N, sizeof(double));
array2 = (double **) calloc(N, sizeof(double *));
for (ii = 0; ii < N; ii++)
array2[ii] = (double *) calloc(N, sizeof(double));
array3 = (double **) calloc(N, sizeof(double *));
for (ii = 0; ii < N; ii++)
array3[ii] = (double *) calloc(N, sizeof(double));

//printf("Perform the Scaling\n");
d = 50.0;
a = (N - d)/(400.0 + d);
b = (N - d)/(400.0 + d);
c = (N - d)/(400.0 + d);

printf("build the candidate images...");
printf("image1...");
for (k = header1.npart[1]; k < NumPart; k++) {
ii = (int) ((P[k].Pos[0] + 200.0 + d)*b);
jj = (int) ((P[k].Pos[1] + 200.0 + d)*c);
if (ii > 0 && jj > 0 && ii < N && jj < N){
if (ii < 0 || jj < 0 || ii > N || jj > N){
printf("%d %d\n",ii,jj);
fflush(stdout);
// break;
}
array1[ii][jj] = 1.0 + array1[ii][jj];
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if(array1[ii][jj] > 10.0)
array1[ii][jj] = 10.0;

}
}
printf("image2...");
for (k = header1.npart[1]; k < NumPart; k++) {
ii = (int) ((P[k].Pos[0] + 200.0 + d)*b);
jj = (int) ((P[k].Pos[2] + 200.0 + d)*c);
if (ii > 0 && jj > 0 && ii < N && jj < N){
array2[ii][jj] = 1.0 + array2[ii][jj];
if (array2[ii][jj] > 10.0)
array2[ii][jj] = 10.0;
}
}
printf("image3...");
for (k = header1.npart[1]; k < NumPart; k++) {
ii = (int) ((P[k].Pos[1] + 200.0 + d)*b);
jj = (int) ((P[k].Pos[2] + 200.0 + d)*c);
if (ii > 0 && jj > 0 && ii < N && jj < N){
array3[ii][jj] = 1.0 + array3[ii][jj];
if(array3[ii][jj] > 10.0)
array3[ii][jj] = 10.0;
}
}
printf("done\n");

if (!
(candidate.image1 =
(double *) calloc(library[0].size, sizeof(double))))
printf("Cannot Allocate Candidate.image1\n");
for (ii = 0; ii < N; ii++) {
for (jj = 0; jj < N; jj++) {
candidate.image1[ii * N + jj] = array1[ii][jj];
}
}
if (!
(candidate.image2 =
(double *) calloc(library[0].size, sizeof(double))))
printf("Cannot Allocate Candidate.image2\n");
for (ii = 0; ii < N; ii++) {
for (jj = 0; jj < N; jj++)
candidate.image2[ii * N + jj] = array2[ii][jj];
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}
if (!
(candidate.image3 =
(double *) calloc(library[0].size, sizeof(double))))
printf("Cannot Allocate Candidate.image3\n");
for (ii = 0; ii < N; ii++) {
for (jj = 0; jj < N; jj++)
candidate.image3[ii * N + jj] = array3[ii][jj];
}

printf("done\n");

for (ii = 0; ii < N; ii++) {
free(array1[ii]);
free(array2[ii]);
free(array3[ii]);
}
free(array1);
free(array2);
free(array3);

} /* End Function */
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A.4

compare.c

#include "overseer.h"

double compare(void)
{
size_t stride = 1.0;
double correl1, correl2, correl3;
double a, b, c;
int sum1, sum2, sum3, sum_ref;
float dif1, dif2, dif3;
int i,j, N = library[0].size;
FILE *file;
a = b = c = 0.0;
correl1 = 0.0;
correl2 = 0.0;
correl3 = 0.0;

sum1 = sum2 = sum3 = sum_ref = 0;
/*
for (i = 0; i < N; i++) {
sum1 = sum1 + (int) candidate.image1[i];
sum2 = sum2 + (int) candidate.image2[i];
sum3 = sum3 + (int) candidate.image3[i];
}
printf("%d %d %d\n",sum1,sum2,sum3);

for (i =0;i<entries;i++){
for (j=0;j<N;j++){
sum_ref = sum_ref + library[i].image[j];
}
}

dif1 = ((float)sum_ref-(float)sum1)/(float)sum_ref;
dif2 = ((float)sum_ref-(float)sum2)/(float)sum_ref;
dif3 = ((float)sum_ref-(float)sum3)/(float)sum_ref;

printf("the Reference image sum is %d\n", sum_ref);
printf("the Canidate image sum is %d\n", sum1);
printf("the Canidate image sum is %d\n", sum2);
printf("the Canidate image sum is %d\n", sum3);

*/
for (i = 0; i < entries; i++) {
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a = gsl_stats_correlation(candidate.ref1, stride,
candidate.image1, stride, N);
if (fabs(a) > correl1)
correl1 = fabs(a);
// b = gsl_stats_correlation(candidate.ref1, stride,
//

candidate.image2, stride, N);

if (fabs(b) > correl2)
correl2 = fabs(b);
// c = gsl_stats_correlation(candidate.ref1, stride,
//

candidate.image3, stride, N);

if (fabs(c) > correl3)
correl3 = fabs(c);
// printf("%lf %lf %lf\n", fabs(a), fabs(b), fabs(c));
}

printf("-------------------------\n");
printf("%lf %lf %lf\n", correl1, correl2, correl3);
printf("-------------------------\n");

if (correl1 >= correl2 && correl1 >= correl3)
return (correl1);
if (correl2 >= correl1 && correl2 >= correl3)
return (correl2);
if (correl3 >= correl1 && correl3 >= correl2)
return (correl3);
else
return (0.0);
/*
printf("-----------\n");
printf("%f %f %f\n",dif1*100.0,dif2*100.0,dif3*100.0);
printf("-----------\n");

if (dif1 >= dif2 && dif1 >= dif3)
return (1.0/dif1);
if (dif2 >= dif1 && dif2 >= dif3)
return (1.0/dif2);
if (dif3 >= dif1 && dif3 >= dif2)
return (1.0/dif3);
else
return (0.0);
*/
} /*End Function */
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